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systems ("ETC") was how to read tags on vehicles going at some speed. (Id.). 

RFID tags (as described in the '044 patent) are defined by their source of power. (CBr. at 

15.). An "active" tag contains its own power source, such as in a battery. (SBr. at 4; Comp'l 

Claim Br. at 1-2; SPBr. at 6; RBr. at 15). These tags are larger and more expensive than the 

older transponders provided for the E-ZPass® system. (See RDX-2009; see also CBr. at 4.). 

"Passive" tags, on the other hand, do not have their own power source so they obtain their power 

from the reader's transmission signals, as depicted below in RDX-2011. (See also SPBr. at 6; 

JX-0003, claim l l . ) . 2 1 

Figure 1: Types of RFID Tags 

Active RFID Tag I I Passive RFID Tag 

(RDX-2009 (from Dr. Gregory Durgin's Presentation, Sept. 20, 2016).).22 

This Investigation concerns accused "passive tags" without batteries, as described in the 

'044 patent. (JX-0032C at f 4.). 

2 1 JX-0003 is the '664 patent, which was terminated from this Investigation. (See Order No. 39 (Sept. 15, 
2016).). 

2 2 At the time of the his testimony during the evidentiary hearing held on September 20, 2016, Dr. 
Gregory Durgin was a Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. (RPSt. at Ex. 2.). Respondents identified Dr. Durgin as an expert witness to testify on the 
background of RFID technology, claim construction, non-infringement and invalidity ofthe '044 
and '436 patents, whether infonnation not disclosed to the PTO was material to the Asserted Patents, and 
Complainant's technical domestic industry. (Id. at 2.). 
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Figure 2: Powering a Passive Tag 

Reader Sends 
Unmodulated Signal 

Antenna Tag Harvests 
RF Energy To Power 

Integrated Circuit 

A A n 

(RDX-2011 (from Dr. Durgin's Presentation, Sept. 20, 2016).). 

Figure 3: Passive Tag 

Integrated circuit covered 

with UV protective coating 

T 
Antenna 

(RDX-2010 (from Dr. Durgin's Presentation, Sept. 20, 2016).). 

One of the problems that the '664 patent deals with is a concept called "collision." (See 

RPBr. at 6.). This concept is also pertinent to the '044 and '436 patents. When a reader 

transmits a signal to an area where there are many passive tags, the reader may receive multiple 

response signals simultaneously from tags within range of the reader causing "collision." (Id,; 

SBr. at 7; CBr. at 5). Collision can result in interference with the tags' signals thereby making it 
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difficult for the reader to figure out which tag it is supposed to be distinguishing as the correct 

tag with the correct identifying information. (RPBr. at 6.). Figure 4, below, graphically depicts 

what can happen when one reader is trying to seek out the correct tag, and conversely when a 

number of tags are communicating with a reader simultaneously so that the reader may not know 

which is the correct tag. 

Figure 4: Multi-Tag Environment 

Multi-Tag Environment 

Anti-Collision 

"Singulation" is the process of identifying a specific tag, as presented by its EPC ID or UID, in the 
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This Investigation specifically concerns an application of PvFID technology in which 

readers send signals to tags on vehicles as part of ETC systems as is disclosed in the '044 patent. 

(JX-0032C at t f 2-3; RPBr. at 7; RX-0581 at KTCITC-00090118.). Tags or transponders are 

typically sold by various state or regional tolling authorities in the States. (RPBr. at 9 (citing 

RX-0492C).). The tags or transponders that the tolling authorities sell to consumers typically are 

affixed to windshields, bumpers, headlights or license plates. (Id.; see also RX-0498C). In an 

ETC system, such as the E-ZPass® system, or the accused Louisiana-Southern Indiana Ohio 

River Bridge System ("LSIORB") discussed in Section IX.F, an electronic toll reader positioned 

on a roadway may communicate with tags in vehicles passing through the system, as depicted in 

Figure 5 below. (RPBr. at 7; SBr. at 7-8). 

Readers may be supported by gantries ("a bridge-like overhead structure"), or by 

antennae connected to readers on the ground that send and receive signals from tags on vehicles 

passing through gantries or toll stops. (RPBr. at 9 (citing RX-0577 at Abstract).). 

Figure 5: Multi-Tag Environment - Toll Gantry 

(RDX-2016 (from Dr. Durgin's Presentation, Sept. 20, 2016).). 
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Once an ETC reader reads the information from the correct tag, information from the 

correct tag is then transmitted to a "back office" computer system ("BOS"), or a central data 

base, which then can charge the appropriate toll to the correct customer account/vehicle. (CBr. 

at 1-2; RPBr. at 7.). However, a central data base must be able to perform a variety of tasks, 

such as: (1) to store toll accounts; (2) receive identifying information from the readers related to 

the toll accounts; (3) and compare the received identifiers to identifiers associated with the toll 

accounts to determine i f a match exists. (RPBr. at 9 (citing JX-0001, claim 10).). 

Figure 6: Demonstrative Exhibit of Louisville-Southern 
Indiana Ohio River Bridges 

CX-0512C at KTCITC-00022739 

(RDX-1032 (from Mr. Alastair Malarky's Presentation, Sept. 15, 2016).). 25 

2 5 At the time of the evidentiary hearing, Mr. Alastair Malarky was the Chief Engineer and Design 
Integrity Director of Kapsch TrafficCom Canada. (Tr. (Malarky) at 777:20-25.). Respondents identified 
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Figure 7: Many Protocols Exist 

(CDX-0004.0001C (from Mr. Eric Redman's Presentation (Sept. 15, 2016)).). 

Some readers can read more than one protocol and are called "multi-protocol" readers. 

(See, e.g., RX-0049C.0011). As discussed in Section IX.D regarding the Public Interest, as 

tolling systems proliferated throughout the United States, there was a perceived need to integrate 

toll systems across the country, or to make them interoperable in the sense that the technology 

could interact through "multi-protocol" readers and tags. Accordingly, the Moving Ahead for 

Progress in the 21 s t Century Act ("Map-21"), Pub. L. 112-141, 126 Stat. 405 (July 6, 2012) was 

enacted. (See Section IX.B.). Map-21 mandated that this nation's toll systems become 

interoperable by October 2016. (RBr. at 17-18; CBr. at 127, 133-34; CPBr. at 169-71; SPBr. at 

71; SBr. at 62 (citing RX-0528.0001).). To date, interoperability in the country's ETC systems 

2 7 At the time he testified during the evidentiaiy hearing on September 15, 2016, Mr. Eric Redman served 
as Neology's Director of Sales based in San Diego, California. Mr. Redman was responsible for selling 
Complainant's products throughout North America. (Tr. (Redman) at 639:18-21.). In 2011, Mr. Redman 
began working for [ ] (Id. at 641:13-
170-
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Communications at 800MHz-960 MHZ. This is also referred to as the "Gen2 Standard," or the 

"CIG2 standard."30 (JX-0032, Doc. ID No. 577452 (Technology Stip.) at 1 5.). 

The timeline to the development of the 6C Protocol explains in-part why this decision 

finds that the '044 and '436 patents have been found to be invalid over prior art. 

Figure 8: 6C Timeline 

6C Timeline 

(RDX-3014.). 

The background to the development of the 6C Protocol stems from work that was 

The term "Gen2 Standard" is used in this decision. 
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Figure 9: 6C Singulation Process 

6C Singulation Process 

RDX-3035 

(RDX-3035.). 

As the analyses of the '044 and '436 patents describe, by the time the '044 and '436 

patents issued, the RFID 6C Protocol that Complainant adopted as its own was in use. 

B. U.S. Patent No. 8,325,044 ("'044 Patent) 

1. Overview of the '044 Patent 

The '044 patent (JX-0001) was filed on May 4, 2012, as U.S. Patent Application No. 

13/464,894 ("'894 application"). (Id. at [21], [22].). The '894 application issued as the '044 

patent on December 4, 2012, and names Mr. Martinez and Mr. Rietzler as the inventors. (Id. at 
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Figure 10: Patent Family Tree 

Patent h i m i l v Trw 
I S. Patent Nos. 8.325,044 j j j j 8387.436 

, VS. I V O V i K M l l A p f l , N» 6M.m,UI 

VS.rntM No 7 , « I J H ° 
Appl. No 5.026 

Fi lwl 7W20HJ 
Issued 7/2.V2llUti ' ^ 0 J m , -

\ |>tly Pv t 

i • i r i l i i * t«11. < • 

U.S. P«ten l No. 7jS7l ,7«6 
Appl. No Wm.>>\2 

Filed VI7/20UO 
Issued .V2/20I0 r O o 

US, PateiM N i i . M " W ^ l l ) 
Appl No 1W6U.666 

ni«d i/sfloio 

Issuod U3Q0II ( W 0 1 A„.„ 

coriinuuon 

U.S. P t f r n l N * . ft,»7,»A 
AppJ N i l I V I 75,76* 

F i l f d 7/1/2011 I ^ C « * p 
Issued W7/KH2 

I I S. Pa l fn t Nn, H,515,1X4 
Appl. No l),<46i,894 

Filed 5/4/2012 
Isswd WVlOll 

I S. I 'ulcal Nil . H <M,4M, 
Appl. No. IJ.r350.66J 

Filed W1.VMJI2 
Issued: 11/90013 

\"V\C»vf7. 

(SDX-0002.). 

As Staff pointed out above, to which both experts, Dr. Durgin and Mr. Goldberg, agreed, 

the applications that issued as the '819, '746, and '410 patents—which intervene the parent '568 

patent of the Asserted Patents and the '241 provision application—do not incorporate by 

reference the '241 provisional application. (Id; Tr. (Durgin) at 1379:9-1381:4; Tr. (Goldberg) 

at 1562:15-1563:3).). This resulting "lack of continuity of disclosure . . . in the family chain" 
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Figurell: Security Key Patent Family 

Provisional Application No. 
60/394,241 
Filed July 9, 2002 

U.S. Patent No. 7,081,819 
Application No. 10/615,026 
Filed July 9, 2003 
Issued July 25, 2006 

U.S. Patent No. 7,671,746 
Application No. 11/279,912 
Filed April 17, 2006 
Issued March 2, 2010 

U.S. Patent No. 8,004,410 
Application No. 12/688,666 
Filed January 15, 2010 
Issued August 23, 2011 

US. Patent No. 8,237,568 
Application No. 13/175,768 
Filed July 1,2011 
Issued August 7, 2012 

U.S. Patent No. 8.325.044 
Application No. 13/464.894 
Filed May 4, 2012 
Issued December 4. 2012 

U.S. Patent No. 8.587.436 
Application No. 13/350,665 
Filed January 13, 2012 
Issued November 19. 2013 

(RPBr. at App. 1.). 

Thus, the priority dates of the '044 and '436 patents are May 4, 2012 and January 1, 

2012, respectively. 

E . Validity 

Patent claims are presumed valid. 35 U.S.C. § 282. A respondent that has raised patent 

invalidity as an affirmative defense must overcome the presumption by "clear and convincing" 

evidence of invalidity. See, e.g., Checkpoint Sys., Inc. v. U.S. bit'I Trade Comm. 'n, 54 F.3d 756, 
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Figure 14 of the '026 Application 

FIGURE 1,4 

MOa 

USER WfTH RF CEU PHONE 
APPROACHES FT nEAOCR. ftF 
READER IDCNTtfiES USCK AMD 

OBTAINS R E L E V A N T 
T R A N S A C T I O N «NFORMI\TIDti 

14!0 

ER l U:il K F R O P P T E l ) IC) I N T E R 
AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION 

(FIMfit KHHINT) 

H)5 

r USER SfLECTS TO COMPVETE 
TRANSACTION. USER ENTtiRS 
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RF REAOER.V/RITER AND RF 
( CH.L PHONE USrO TO V £ R * V 

INFORMATION (C B . 
riN(5ERPR«NT> 

(JX-0030 atNEO-ITC00000415.). 

However, there is no mention of any security keys in Figure 14, which Mr. Goldberg did 

not dispute. (Id. at 1520:19-22 ("Figure 14 doesn't use the word 'security key.'").). Mr. 

Goldberg instead relied on a disclosure describing a different embodiment. (JX-0030 at NEO-

ITC00000339 (4:17-18); Tr. (Goldberg) at 1425:8-1426:1.). The disclosure upon which Mr. 

Goldberg relied describes a "cryptographic block 210," shown in Figure 2, that stores security 

keys. (JX-0030 at NEO-ITC00000339 (4:17-18).). The term "security keys" appears in the 

specification only two (2) more times, each time including identical language to describe 

cryptographic blocks 510 and 1349 disclosed in Figures 5 and 13, respectively, that store security 

keys, which "check[] and validate[] to grant or deny access to the memory chip. (JX-0030 at 
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Figure from the '241 Provisional Application Depicting 
RF Cell Phone and Method of Use51 

RF CELL PHONE AND 
METHOD OF USE 

i n * i 

U3ER WITH HT C U I PHONE 
APPROACHES RF READER PF 
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USER PROV3TFD 10 ENTER 
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(FINOERPRINT) 

5TtF 3 

II 1JSFB SEI FCTS TO CC*»'I f TF 
TRANSACTION. U5tH SHTeRS 

AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION 

• I.I < 

RF READER ANO RF C* I L FtONE | 
U3£U I O VERIFY 

AUTHENTICATION INrOK«MTION | 
( E G F I N f i F R P R l H T i 

(JX-0031 atNEO-ITC00002278.). 

Like Figure 14 of the '026 application, there is no mention of any security keys in the 

figure above or in the remainder of the '241 provisional application, which, again, Mr. Goldberg 

did not dispute. (Tr. (Goldberg) at 1554:8-10 ("Q: Sir, you know the provisional does not recite 

the word 'security key;' correct? A: I do. Q: You know the provisional does not recite 'a 

second communication that includes a security key;' correct? A: Those words do not 

appear.").). The '241 provisional application also does not disclose checking and validating a 

key to grant or deny access to memory. (Tr. (Durgin) at 1019:12-1020:4.). As a result, Messrs. 

Goldberg and Gillespie relied on the disclosure of "16Kbits Chip with two encrypted keys" and 

5 1 The figures contained in the '241 provisional application do not include figure numbers. (See JX-0031.). 
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the "[ejxchange of encrypted keys" for support of a "security key." (Tr. (Goldberg) at 1420:8— 

1421:3; Tr. (Gillespie) at 1659:8-12; JX-0031 at NEO-ITC00002282.). 

Figure from the '241 Provision Application Depicting RP Telephony 

padio f.cqu«r>c* Telephony 

Authenticity • Exchang* of encrypted ktys. 
•4 ktys of 64 bit 
• EK,OK,CK y P«OK 

(JX-0031 at NEO-ITC00002282.). 

However, nothing in the specification of the '241 provisional application states that these 

"encrypted keys" are "exchanged," that is, checked and validated to grant or deny access to 

memory. For example, Respondents' expert, Dr. Durgin, provided the following testimony: 

In this section of the provisional, it's just mentioning an exchange of encrypted 
keys. It's not clear whether the keys are being exchanged or i f this is an exchange 
involving encrypted keys. Or i f they really meant to say "encryption keys." 

It does mention four keys of 64 bit below that, EK, DK, CK and PWDK. These 
acronyms are not described in the document, so one has to sort of guess that 
maybe it means encryption key, decryption key or password key. There's no 
guidance elsewhere in the document for this. 
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communication "checking] the other party's knowledge of a secret (secret cryptological key)." 

(RX-0581 at KTCITC-00088575.). Additionally, this section states that all of the tags and 

readers involved in this application are "in possession of the same secret cryptologic key K " 

where the reader protects the application from manipulation using falsified data, and the tag 

protects their stored data from "unauthorised [sic] reading or overwriting.". (Id. at KTCITC-

00088575-8576.). Dr. Durgin testified that in this process, shown in Figure 11 below (Figure 8.1 

in the RFID Handbook), the signal containing the encrypted number, illustrated as "Token 1," is 

the second communication with a security key. (Tr. (Durgin) at 1351:16-25.). 

Figure 11: Mutual Authentication Procedure 
Between Transponder and Reader 

"GET CHALLENGE" M 
"• 

Reader 

RANDOM A 

TOKEN 1 

TOKEN 2 

Transponder 

(RX-0581 atKTCITC-00088576.). 

However, as Complainant's expert, Mr. Goldberg, pointed out, the implementation of 

cryptology is to ensure both the reader and tag are authenticated by each other by confirming 

that they share a common secret cryptologic key (key K), and not about granting or denying 

access to the memory ofthe tag. (Tr. (Goldberg) at 1457:10-17.). Dr. Durgin provided 

testimony acknowledging that "authentication" is not the same concept as "checking and 

validation" to access infoimation stored in memory. (Tr. (Durgin) at 1354:10-13 ("I would say 

authentication is checking to see i f an identity is correct, whereas security is more about access 

to infonnation. So there's some overlap, but of course, they're slightly different concepts."); id. 
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always involves a comparison of two secret keys, which are not transmitted via the interface. . . . 

Cryptological authentication is usually associated with the encryption of the data stream to be 

transmitted."). Mr. Goldberg testified that authentication (by encryption methods) is not the 

same as checking and validating a password to grant access to memory, a distinction with which 

Dr. Durgin, Respondents' expert, also agreed. (Tr. (Goldberg) at 1457:3-17; (Tr. (Durgin) at 

1353:14-1355:9.). 

In addition, the disclosure of two keys with different access rights is made in the context 

of the "hierarchical structure" that is discussed earlier in the same chapter under the section 

"Hierarchical key concept," where the RFID Handbook describes two readers, each having a 

single key with different access rights. (RX-0581.8590 (emphasis added) ("Some systems 

provide the option of storying two separate keys - key A and key B - that give different access 

rights. The authentication between transponder and reader may take place using key A or key 

B."); see also id ("Reader 1 is only in possession of key A. . . . Reader 2, on the other hand, is in 

possession of key B.").). This is also clearly depicted in Figure 12 (Figure 10.10 in the RFID 

Handbook), below. (RX-0581.0050.). 

Figure 12: Hierarchical Allocation of Access Rights 

Application 

data 

Transponder 
Key & "access right 

ol the key" (Acc) 

Read only 

Reader 1 • 

Key A 

Read & write 
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F.3d at 1330; Promega Corp. v. Life Techs. Corp., 773 F.3d 1338, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2014 (open 

("comprising") claims "embrace technology that may add features to devices otherwise within 

the claim definition"). 

Figure 16: Accused Portions of LSIORB Toll System 

(RDX-2049C (citing RX-0061C at KTCITC-00022739) (from Dr. Durgin's Presentation, Sept. 

20, 2016).). 

Respondents' contention that the Accused JANUS Reader "does not know or control 

what the Toll Zone Controller does with" the identifier data is not pertinent because nothing in 

the claim or the specification of the '044 patent requires the reader to have such knowledge or 

control. The only salient point is that the Accused JANUS Readers "transmit the identifier to the 

central database," which they do. Thus, the accused readers are so "configured." (JX-0001 at 

23:56; Tr. (Malarky) at 813:22-24.). In fact, that the reader "does not know or control" what the 

TZC does with the data actually supports the notion that the transmission to the TZC is simply an 

intervening site and that the identifier is ultimately intended to be sent to the BOS. 
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numbers, it causes - its - it calls its random number an arbitration number, but it's using it in 

the exact same way that 6C is using its RN16. And those arbitration numbers we'll see are 

checked and validated to grant access to memory."). 

Figure 17: Snodgrass vs. 6C 

INTERNATIONAL ISO/IEC 
Snodgrass et al. STANDARD 18000-63 

intelligible message can be received. The central puipose of 
a protocol Is to provide means for arbitrating between 
stations lli.it would otherwise cause a collision. 

JX-0021, Snodgrass. at 1:62-64 

station attempts to broadcast simultaneously, an erroneous 
message is received and communication is interrupted. To 
establish uninterrupted communication, a commander sta
tion broadcasts a command causing each responder station 
of a potentially large fust number Of responder Stations to I I Tags shall generate 16-bit random or pseudo-random numbers (RN16) using the RNG, and shall have Ihe 

each select a random number from a known range and retain : I ™Ml<° e x l r a c l °-b" f o s e l s "°m a,n,RNI5'°'>"<*ad l h 0
 T a 9 ; s , s l ° '

 c°""tC!'(se0,6'4'2 4•?>• J t H
 sha""j™ 

Ihe ability lo temporarily store al leasl Iwo RN 16s while powered, to use, (or example, as a handle and a 16-bit 
cover-code during password transactions (see Figure 23 or Figure 25). 

• This part of ISO/IEC 18000 specifies 

— physical interactions (the signalling layer of Ihe communicalion link) belweon Interrogators and lags, 

Interrogator and lag operating procedures and commands, 

— Ihe collision arbilralion scheme used io idenlily a specific lag in a mulliple-tag environment 

JX-0020 at SS11TC-000I5593 

it as its arbitration number. After receipt of such a command, 
JX-0021, Snodgrass, at Abstract 

194 and 196. Accordingly, responder station 40 is addressed 
when ARBITRATION NUMBER, retained in register array 
66, is bit-wise identical to A R B I T R A T I O N NUMBER as 
received in the command, comparison is performed by A L U 

JX-0021, Snodgrass, at 15:28-31 

JX-0020 at SSI1TC-0O0I559O 

II mulliple Tags reply in step (a) but the Interrogator, by delecling and resolving collisions al Ihe waveform 
level, can resolve an RN16 from one of the Tags, the Interrogator can ACK the resolved Tag Unresolved 
Tags receive erroneous RN16s and return to arbitrate without backscatiering the reply shown in Table 14. 

JX-0020 at SSI1TC-00015593 

(RDX-2126 (from Dr. Durgin's Presentation, Sept. 20, 2016); see also Tr. (Durgin) at 1047:20-

25 ("At this point, the only difference between 6C and Snodgrass is that Snodgrass is using at 

least one of his preferred embodiments, an 8-bit random number instead of a 16-bit random 

number. Q: Otherwise it's the same? A: Yes, it's identical at this point.").). 

This accused second communication step in the 6C Protocol occurs after the reader has 

received the 6C-compliant tag's RN16 in response to a Query command and before the 6C-

compliant tag checks and validates the RN16 to grant access to its identifier stored in the UI I 

memory in response to an ACK command. (Tr. (Goldberg) at 623:18-624:5.). Thus, 

Complainant's statements during the Markman proceeding are consistent with its infringement 

theory. 
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Figure 19: Common Elements of the Security Key Claims 

'044, Claim 25 
10, A toll system, comprising; 
a central data base configured to 

store toll accounts, 

receive identifiers related to toll accounts and 

compare the received identifiers to identifiers 
associated with the toll accounts to determine ifa 
match exists; 

an RFID reader comprising a radio and an antenna, the 
RFID reader configured to: 

23. A RFID transponder, comprising; 
a memory the contents of which includes an identifier; 
a radio front end and an antenna; and 
a processor coupled with Ihe radio Iront end and the 
memory, the processor configured to: 

send a first communication 10 n Ri ll) transponder that 
includes a memory the contents of which include an 
identifier, 

receive a first communication from a RFID reader via 
the radio front end and the antenna: 

send a second communication to the RFID transponder 
that includes a security key for validation by the RFID 
transponder. 

receive a second communication from the RFID reader 
that includes a security key via the radio front end and 
(he antenna; 

grant nccess to the memory contents based on the 
security key; and 

receive at least the identifier included in ihe memory 
contents in iespouse to the second communication and 
as a result of validation ofthe security key. und 

send at least the identifier included in the memory 
contents in response to the second communication. 

transmit the Identifier to the central database. 

13. I he system of claim 10, wherein the RI'ID reader 
is further configured to send a third communication to 
the Ri ll) transponder that includes a second security 
key for validation by Ihe RI'ID transponder and 
receive further memory contents in response to the 
third communication and as a result of validation ol' 
the second security key. 

25. The RFID transponder of claim 23, wherein the 
processor is further configured to receive a third 
communication from the RFID reader via Ihe radio 
front end and an antenna that includes a second 
security key, grant access to the memory based on the 
second security key, and send further memory contents 
in response to tlie third communication. 

(CDX-0003.0001; RDX-2071.). 

Complainant alleged that the same 6C features that satisfy the reader limitations of claim 

13 satisfy the tag limitations of claim 25. For example, Complainant asserted that the ACK 

command with RN16 corresponds to the second communication with the first security key, and 

the Read command with the Handle constitutes the third communication with the second security 

key. (CBr. at 29-34 (citations omitted).). Respondents' only rebuttal is that the accused tags do 

not infringe claim 25 for the same reasons that the Accused JANUS Readers do not satisfy claim 
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Figure 20: Common Elements of the Security Key Claims 

'044, Claim 13 
10. A toll system, comprising; 

a central data base configured to 

store toll account-, 

receive identificis ielated to lull accounts and 

compare the received identifiers to identifiers 

associated with the loll accounts to determine ifa 

match exists; 

an RI'ID reader comprising a rndio and an antenna. Ihe 

RFID reader configured to: 

send a first communication lo a Ri l l ) transponder that 

includes n memory the contents of which include an 

identifier, 

send a second communication to the RFID transponder 

that includes a security key for validation by the RFID 

transponder. 

receive at least the identifier included in the memory 

contents in response to the second communication and 

as a result of validation ofthe security key. and 

transmit Ihe identifier to the central database. 

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the RFID reader 

is further configured to send a third communication to 

the RFID transponder that includes a second security 

key for validation by the RFID transponder and 

receive further memory contents in response to Ihe 

third communication and as u result of validation of 

the second security key. 

'436, Claim 1 

Toll system elements 

Reader elements 

Tag elements 

1. A RFID reader, comprising: 

a radio and an antenna; 

a processor coupled with the radio, ihe processor 

configured to: 

send a first communication to n RFID transponder via 

the radio and the antenna that includes a memory the 

contents of w hich includes an identifier, 

send a second communication to the RFID transponder 

via the radio ami the antenna that includes a security 

key for validation by the RFID transponder. 

receive at least the identifier included in ihe memory 

contents via the radio and the antenna in response to 

the second communication and as a result of validation 

of the security key, and 

transmit (he identifier to a central database; 

wherein the processor is further configured lo send a 

third communication to the RFID transponder via the 

radio and the antenna that includes a second security 

key for validation by the RI'ID transponder and 

receive via the radio and the antenna further memory 

contents in response to the third communication and us 

a result of validation of the second security key. 

(CDX-0003.0001; RDX-2071.). 

With regard to the identical claim limitations, the Accused JANUS Readers that 

Complainant accused of infringing the asserted claims of the '044 patent meet these limitations 

for the reasons discussed in Section V.F.2. In summary, the Accused JANUS Readers: (1) are 

RFID readers with "a radio and an antenna (CDX-0003.0016-17 (citing CX-0515C (Janus 

teclmical specification) at KTCITC-00005302); Tr. (Goldberg) at 508:7-509:11); (2) are 
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Figure 21: Many Protocols Exist 

(CDX-0004.0001 (from Mr. Redman's Presentation, Sept. 15, 2016); Tr. (Redman) at 645:16-

646:19 ("Q: Fair to say that there's a number of different protocols out there that a state could 

use to do its electronic tolling? A: Yes, definitely. There's a patchwork of different options . . . 

.").). 

Figure 21 shows that in addition to the 6C Protocol, there are six other available protocols 

used in the states that have implemented ETC. In fact, the IBTTA is considering three of 

these—IAG/TDM, SeGo, and 6C—for selection as a proposed national protocol for purposes of 

achieving national toll collection interoperability. (RX-0425 at KTCITC-0196604.). 

As shown in the pie chart below (CX-0935C), the majority of the U.S. ETC market 

consists of products that operate pursuant to Respondent Kapsch's own TDM/IAG protocol and 

Transcore's SeGo/eGo protocol. (CX-0935C (Kapsch 2013 protocol overview) at KTCITC-

007577204; CDX-0004.0001; Tr. (Mullis) at 172:9-176:2; Tr. (Redman) at 645:13-646:1, 

648:22-649:1; Tr. (Mulhern) at 1263:21-1264:7.). Respondents' expert, Ms. Mulhem, 
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confirmed this. (Tr. (Mulhern) at 1264:2-5 (noting that IAG/TDM accounts for approximately 

54% of the 6C-compatible tags used in the ETC in the United States).). The SeGo® protocol 

occupies the next most significant share of the market, with products sold only by TransCore. 

(Tr. (Redman) at 646:2-5, 648:17-21.). Mr. Redman testified that SeGo® accounts for 

approximately 20% of the U.S. ETC market. (Tr. (Redman) at 646:2-5.). According to 

Respondents' expert, Ms. Mulhern, IAG/TDM and SeGo® combine to represent more than 70% 

ofthe ETC market in the U.S. (Tr. at 1264:16-22.). 

Figure 22: Protocol Combinations in US States 

• IAG 

a 6B/Allegro 

« 6B/ATA 

• Title 21 

• 6B/6C 

GC 

6B/IAG 

ASIMVfc 

As illustrated in Figure 22 above, 6C only represents a small portion ofthe ETC market. 

(CX-0935C (Kapsch 2013 protocol overview) at KTCITC-007577204.). CuiTently, 6C has only 

about 5% to 10%o of the market. (Tr. (Redman) at 646:7-12 ("And there's a few states that use 

[6C]. Georgia, Colorado uses it, Utah and Washington, Louisiana recently switched to that as 

well. And it's really only about 5 to 10 percent of the market. . . .").). Although 6C has become 
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